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Growing Up Russell Baker
A “superb [and] often hilarious” memoir of a life in journalism, from the Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of Growing Up (The New York Times Book Review). “Baker here
recalls his years at the Baltimore Sun, where, on ‘starvation wages,’ he worked on the
police beat, as a rewrite man, feature writer and White House correspondent. Sent to
London in 1953 to report on the coronation, he spent the happiest year of his life there
as an innocent abroad. Moving to the New York Times and becoming a ‘two-fisted
drinker,’ he covered the Senate and the national political campaigns of 1956 and 1960,
and, just as he was becoming bored with routine reporting and the obligation to keep
judgments out of his stories, was offered the opportunity to write his own op-ed page
column, ‘The Observer.’ With its lively stories about journalists, Washington politicians
and topical scandals, the book will delight Baker's devotees—and significantly expand
their already vast number.” —Publishers Weekly “Aspiring writers will chuckle over
Baker's first, horrible day on police beat, his panicked interview with Evelyn Waugh,
and his arrival at Queen Elizabeth's coronation in top hat, tails, and brown-bag
lunch.”—Library Journal “A wonderful book.” —Kirkus Reviews
In this fierce and lyrical memoir, Gregory takes readers inside the hidden world of child
abuse called Munchausen by Proxy--with a power rivaling "Girl, Interrupted" and "A
Child Called "It."
In LIFE! Reflections on Your Journey, Louise L. Hay brings you a truly moving and
inspirational book that will help you identify and heal a number of the pressing issues
that you encounter on your path. Among other topics, Louise deals with growing up,
relationships, work, health, spirituality, aging, death ... and many of the problems, fears,
and challenges that these passages bring about. No matter what obstacles lie before
you, Louise continually reminds you that the magnificent, frightening, delightful,
ridiculous, astounding phenomenon that you experience between birth and death is
what LIFE is all about!
In this perfect companion for anyone beguiled by memoirs or embarking on writing one,
nine distinguished authors -- Russell Baker, Jill Ker Conway, Annie Dillard, Ian Frazier,
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Alfred Kazin, Frank McCourt, Toni Morrison, and Eileen
Simpson -- reflect on the writing process.
SuperSummary, a modern alternative to SparkNotes and CliffsNotes, offers high-quality
study guides for challenging works of literature. This 78-page guide for "Growing Up" by
Russell Baker includes detailed chapter summaries and analysis covering 18 chapters,
as well as several more in-depth sections of expert-written literary analysis. Featured
content includes commentary on major characters, 25 important quotes, essay topics,
and key themes like The Power of Storytelling and Coming of Age during the
Depression and World War II.
My Favorite Girlfriend is a coming of age memoir, focusing on how a scrawny, funnylooking, audaciously witty, but naturally athletic, little kid leveraged his athletic skills into
becoming a basketball phenom, thereby helping tiny Park Ridge High School in New
Jersey to surprisingly secure the school's first and only Group 1 State Basketball
Championship in 1966. This part of the memoir is comparable, in a manner, to the story
in the movie Hoosiers, and the following year, it is reminiscent of the book, My Losing
Season, by Pat Conroy. The plan all along was to become popular through athletics,
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and it succeeded beyond the author's wildest dreams. The story details the constant
desire for a girlfriend, as early as kindergarten. The author searched for an exceptional
girl to love him, and, if not love, then provide a rambunctious, affectionate great
experience until he found the love of my life, that is, his favorite girlfriend. This story
captures all of the astonishing twists and turns along the way in pursuit of love,
including woeful failures with the opposite sex, but some successes, too. The story is
rich with numerous girlfriends, detailing the trials and tribulations with each of them,
until a vision of beauty and brilliance presented herself and became the author's
favorite girlfriend.
A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK “Chandler Baker, queen of the
feminist thriller, has delivered once again! The Husbands is a poignant exploration of
what it would take for women to have it all." —Sally Hepworth, bestselling author of The
Good Sister To what lengths will a woman go for a little more help from her husband?
Nora Spangler is a successful attorney but when it comes to domestic life, she packs
the lunches, schedules the doctor appointments, knows where the extra paper towel
rolls are, and designs and orders the holiday cards. Her husband works hard, too... but
why does it seem like she is always working so much harder? When the Spanglers go
house hunting in Dynasty Ranch, an exclusive suburban neighborhood, Nora meets a
group of high-powered women—a tech CEO, a neurosurgeon, an award-winning
therapist, a bestselling author—with enviably supportive husbands. When she agrees to
help with a resident’s wrongful death case, she is pulled into the lives of the women
there. She finds the air is different in Dynasty Ranch. The women aren’t hanging on by
a thread. But as the case unravels, Nora uncovers a plot that may explain the secret to
having-it-all. One that’s worth killing for. Calling to mind a Stepford Wives genderswap, New York Times bestselling author of Whisper Network Chandler Baker's The
Husbands imagines a world where the burden of the “second shift” is equally
shared—and what it may take to get there. “Utterly engrossing and thoroughly timely,
The Husbands is both a gripping, well-crafted mystery and an insightful critique of
motherhood and marriage in the modern age--working mothers everywhere will feel
seen in the best possible way.” —Kimberly McCreight, New York Times bestselling
author of A Good Marriage

"[An American Childhood] combines the child's sense of wonder with the adult's
intelligence and is written in some of the finest prose that exists in contemporary
America. It is a special sort of memoir that is entirely successful...This new book
is [Annie Dillard's] best, a joyous ode to her own happy childhood." — Chicago
Tribune A book that instantly captured the hearts of readers across the country,
An American Childhood is Pulitzer Prize-winning author Annie Dillard's poignant,
vivid memoir of growing up in Pittsburgh in the 1950s and 60s. Dedicated to her
parents - from whom she learned a love of language and the importance of
following your deepest passions - this narrative tale will resonate for everyone
who has ever recalled with longing playing baseball on an endless summer
afternoon, caring for a pristine rock collection, or knowing in your heart that a
book was written just for you.
Growing up in remote central Canada, Larry O'Connor was spellbound by the
country farther north -- the unknowable white expanses, the harsh lives of its
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indigenous peoples and animals, and the exploits of its legendary explorers. A
memoir of self-discovery, 'Tip of the Iceberg' samples the history and lore of the
frozen wastes as it reveals a young man's journey across his family's past.
O'Connor is the kind of child the Eskimos might have left to the elements:
undersized, frail, an outsider. Yet he is wilful, driven to lift the pall that emanates
from his father to blanket the entire family. Underlying the physical coldness of
place is an emotional chill. O'Connor's father is a stern, secretive man, barely
knowable to his son, misunderstood by those around him. While father and son
are poles apart in their temperament, O'Connor senses the traces of a hidden,
softer man in his father, a man who retreats to a locked box of memorabilia in the
middle of the night. O'Connor pushes on in his quest. O'Connor's spare and
elegant prose conveys the heartbreaking weight of the unspoken and unseen:
relatives who never call or visit, photographs locked in a cedar chest, forgotten
obituaries in back issues of the local newspaper. In eerie counterpoint, O'Connor
mixes fact and fable about narwhals, the midnight sun, and the elusive Northwest
Passage with details of the two lives -- the maturing son and distant father. At the
same time O'Connor ponders the spirit-killing ethos of his working-class town: Do
your duty and mind your business, no showing off and no complaining. The effect
is cumulative, subtle, and inexorable. Tip of the Iceberg is a remarkable story,
perfectly modulated by O'Connor's exquisite style and infused with the kind of
deep humanity that comes from understanding and forgiveness.
Humorous essays by the Pulitzer Prize–winning “supreme satirist” (The
Washington Post Book World). This collection of more than a hundred anecdotes
and essays from the legendary journalist, New York Times columnist, and author
of the bestselling memoir Growing Up offers wise and sharply witty reflections on
an extraordinary array of topics, ranging from youth, wealth, the media, and the
joy of anger to the difference between “dinner” and “supper.” “Russell Baker is
the Alka-Seltzer of the American experience. . . . The most effective comic relief
available for the agonizing absurdities we encounter every day.” —Houston
Chronicle “When it comes to satire of a controlled but effervescent ferocity,
nobody can touch Baker.” —The Washington Post Book World
This novel is about a young man's experiences in the turbulence of the Vietnam
conflict. His efforts to fit in while maintaining his integrity are both humorous and
touching.
This biography illuminates the racial attitudes of an elite group of American
scientists and foundation officers. It is the story of a complex and unhappy man.
It blends social, institutional, black, and political history with the history of
science.
The field of critical race theory has gotten increasingly more attention as an
emerging perspective on race, the law, and policy. Critical race theory examines
the social construction of the law, administrative policy, electoral politics, and
political discourse in the U.S. Race Is ? Race Isn't presents a group of qualitative
research studies, literature reviews, and commentaries that collectively articulate
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critical race theory in secondary and post-secondary educational settings. The
editors explore links and conflicts with other areas of difference, including
language, ethnicity, gender, and sexual orientation, with the goal of opening a
dialogue about how critical race theory can be incorporated into education
research methodologies.
The Pulitzer Prize–winning memoir about coming of age in America between the
world wars: “So warm, so likable and so disarmingly funny” (The New York
Times). Ranging from the backwoods of Virginia to a New Jersey commuter town
to the city of Baltimore, this remarkable memoir recounts Russell Baker’s
experience of growing up in pre–World War II America, before he went on to a
celebrated career in journalism. With poignant, humorous tales of powerful love,
awkward sex, and courage in the face of adversity, Baker reveals how he helped
his mother and family through the Great Depression by delivering papers and
hustling subscriptions to the Saturday Evening Post—a job which introduced him
to bullies, mentors, and heroes who endured this national disaster with hard work
and good cheer. Called “a treasure” by Anne Tyler and “a blessing” by Time
magazine, this autobiography is a modern-day classic—“a wondrous book [with
scenes] as funny and touching as Mark Twain’s” (Los Angeles Times Book
Review). “In lovely, haunting prose, he has told a story that is deeply in the
American grain.” —The Washington Post Book World “A terrific book.” —St. Louis
Post-Dispatch
Widely hailed as one of the finest humorist of the twentieth century, James Thurber looks back
at his own life growing up in Columbus, Ohio, with the same humor and sharp wit that defined
his famous sketches and writings. In My Life and Hard times, first published in 1933, he
recounts the delightful chaos and frustrations of family, boyhood, youth odd dogs, recalcitrant
machinery, and the foibles of human nature.
Now a major motion picture form Warner Brothers, starring Kevin Bacon, Diane Lane, Luke
Wilson, Frankie Muniz, and "Eddie" from the TV show Frasier (as Skip), and produced by Mark
Johnson (Rain Man). In 1943 in a sleepy town on the banks of the Yazoo River, a boy fell in
love with a puppy with a lively gait and an intellingent way of listening. The two grew up
together having the most wonderful adventures. A classic story of a boy, a dog, and small-town
America, My Dog Skip belongs on the same shelf as The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and
Russell Baker's Growing Up. It will enchant readers of all ages for years to come.
The colorful boyhood of a popular author comes to life in this personal account Imagine
learning from a nosy classmate that your mother is having yet another baby. To Ralph's
classmates, news of one more Fletcher baby is just "scuttlebutt." But for Ralph, the oldest of
nine, being part of a large family means more kids to join in the fun—from making tripods in the
woods and "snicking" up the rug, to raising chicks and even discovering a meteor (well,
maybe). It doesn't feel like there's life beyond Marshfield, Massachusetts. Then one day Dad's
new job moves the family to Chicago, and there's so much Ralph has to leave behind. In this
humorous and captivating memoir, Ralph Fletcher traces the roots of his storytelling.
A collection of entertaining limericks, ballads, lyrics, double dactyls, and more conventional
poems by such masters as Ogden Nash, Phyllis McGinley, Anthony Hecht, E.B. White, Edward
Lear and John Updike
The physical properties of ultrasound, particularly its highly directional beam behaviour, and its
complex interactions with human tissues, have led to its becoming a vitally important tool in
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both investigative and interventional medicine, and one that still has much exciting potential.
This new edition of a well-received book treats the phenomenon of ultrasound in the context of
medical and biological applications, systematically discussing fundamental physical principles
and concepts. Rather than focusing on earlier treatments, based largely on the simplifications
of geometrical acoustics, this book examines concepts of wave acoustics, introducing them in
the very first chapter. Practical implications of these concepts are explored, first the generation
and nature of acoustic fields, and then their formal descriptions and measurement. Real
tissues attenuate and scatter ultrasound in ways that have interesting relationships to their
physical chemistry, and the book includes coverage of these topics. Physical Principles of
Medical Ultrasonics also includes critical accounts and discussions of the wide variety of
diagnostic and investigative applications of ultrasound that are now becoming available in
medicine and biology. The book also encompasses the biophysics of ultrasound, its practical
applications to therapeutic and surgical objectives, and its implications in questions of hazards
to both patient and operator.
From the author of Iron & Silk comes a charming and frequently uproarious account of an
American adolescence in the age of Bruce Lee, Ozzy Osborne, and Kung Fu. As Salzman
recalls coming of age with one foot in Connecticut and the other in China (he wanted to
become a wandering Zen monk), he tells the story of a teenager trying to attain enlightenment
before he's learned to drive.
In this superb memoir, the bestselling author of In Country and other award-winning books tells
her own story, and the story of a Kentucky farm family, the Masons of Clear Springs. Like
Russell Baker's Growing Up, Jill Ker Conway's The Road from Coorain, and other classic
literary memoirs, Clear Springs takes us back in time to recapture a way of life that has all but
disappeared, a country culture deeply rooted in work and food and family, in common sense
and music and the land. Clear Springs is also an American woman's odyssey, exploring how a
misfit girl who dreamed of distant places grew up in the forties, fifties, and sixties, and fulfilled
her ambition to be a writer. A multilayered narrative of three generations--Bobbie Ann Mason,
her parents and grandparents--Clear Springs gracefully interlaces several different lives,
decades, and locales, moving from the industrious life on a Kentucky farm to travels around
the South with Mason as president of the Hilltoppers Fan Club; from the hippie lifestyle of the
1960s New York counterculture to the shock-therapy ward of a mental institution; from a
farmhouse to the set of a Hollywood movie; from pop music concerts to a small rustic
schoolhouse. Clear Springs depicts the changes that have come to family, to women, and to
heartland America in the twentieth century, as well as to Bobbie Ann Mason herself. When the
movie of Mason's bestselling novel In Country is filmed near Clear Springs, it brings the first
limousines to town, even as it brings out once again the wisdom and values of Mason's
remarkable parents. Her mother, especially, stands at the center of this book. Mason's journey
leads her to a recognition of the drama and significance of her mother's life and to a new
understanding of heritage, place, and family roots. Brilliant and evocative, Clear Springs is a
stunning achievement.

Kaufman’s Hill opens with a prosaic neighborhood scene: The author and some
other young boys are playing by the creek, one of their usual stomping grounds.
But it soon becomes clear that much more is going on; the boy-narrator is
struggling to find his way in a middle-class Catholic neighborhood dominated by
the Creely bullies, who often terrify him. It’s the Pittsburgh of the early and
mid-1960s, a threshold time just before the full counter culture arrives, and a time
when suburban society begins to encroach on Kaufman’s Hill, the boy’s
sanctuary and the setting of many of his adventures. As the hill and the 1950s
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vanish into the twilight, so does the world of the narrator’s boyhood. “My pappy
says if you’re going to be afraid of everything, you may as well live in the sewer”
are the words that first open the narrator’s eyes. And once he befriends the
enigmatic, erratic, but charismatic Taddy Keegan, he becomes bolder and no
longer lives in abject fear of the Creelys. The narrator’s relationship with Taddy
proves to be unconventional, though. Taddy, caught in his own imaginary
universe, is often unaware of companions around him and lives life as if he is a
performer. The narrator’s world is a mix of exhilarating freedom—because of
absent parents, teachers, and priests—and imminent dangers. This is what an
American childhood used to be like, one reviewer claims, before it was organized
out of existence: an anarchic voyage into the unknown realms of human
possibility. At home, the narrator’s life is problematic. He observes his taciturn
father as he copes with manic behaviors and cyclically repeating problems, while
his mother struggles to better the life not just of her young son, but that of her
African American cleaning woman in a time of racial animosity and raciallyrelated urban violence. As the narrator matures, his self-concept shifts within a
widening world that includes disconcerting sexual experiences with public school
girls, and his struggle to frame himself within the realm of the Catholic Church.
He finds flaws with all but one religious figure, an aunt, who is a sublime and
mystical presence in his life. When he begins high school, the narrator, at a
dramatic moment, leaves boyhood behind, which might include leaving Taddy
Keegan behind as well.
"Paul Krugman is a hero of mine. Read his book."—Al Franken No one has more
authority to call the shots the way they really are than award-winning economist
Paul Krugman, whose provocative New York Times columns are keenly followed
by millions. One of the world's most respected economists, Krugman has been
named America's most important columnist by the Washington Monthly and
columnist of the year by Editor and Publisher magazine. A major bestseller, this
influential and wide-ranging book has been praised by BusinessWeek as
Krugman's "most provocative and compelling effort yet," the New York Review of
Books as "refreshing," and Library Journal as "thought-provoking...even funny."
The American Prospect put it in vivid terms: "In a time when too few tell it like it
is...[Krugman] has taken on the battle of our time." Built from Paul Krugman's
influential Op-Ed columns for the New York Times, this book galvanized the
reading public. With wit, passion, and a unique ability to explain complex issues
in plain English, Krugman describes how the nation has been misled by a
dishonest administration. In this long-awaited work containing Krugman's most
influential columns along with new commentary, he chronicles how the boom
economy unraveled: how exuberance gave way to pessimism, how the age of
corporate heroes gave way to corporate scandals, how fiscal responsibility
collapsed. From his account of the secret history of the California energy crisis to
his devastating dissections of dishonesty in the Bush administration, from the war
in Iraq to the looting of California to the false pretenses used to sell an economic
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policy that benefits only a small elite, Krugman tells the uncomfortable truth like
no one else. And he gives us the road map we will need to follow if we are to get
the country back on track. The paperback edition features a new introduction as
well as new writings.
Starch is both a major component of plant foods and an important ingredient for
the food industry. Starch in food reviews starch structure and functionality and
the growing range of starch ingredients used to improve the nutritional and
sensory quality of food. Part one illustrates how plant starch can be analysed and
modified, with chapters on plant starch synthesis, starch bioengineering and
starch-acting enzymes. Part two examines the sources of starch, from wheat and
potato to rice, corn and tropical supplies. The third part of the book looks at
starch as an ingredient and how it is used in the food industry. There are
chapters on modified starches and the stability of frozen foods, starch-lipid
interactions and starch-based microencapsulation. Part four covers starch as a
functional food, investigating the impact of starch on physical and mental
performance, detecting nutritional starch fractions and analysing starch digestion.
Starch in food is a standard reference book for those working in the food industry.
Reviews starch structure and functionality Extensive coverage of the growing
range of starch ingredients Examines how starch ingredients are used to improve
the nutritional and sensory quality of food
Have you ever wondered what you'd do if your life was turned upside-down? This
is what I did... A painter's heartfelt love story suffused in kindness, humour and
travel that will dust you in happiness and touch you with loss.
The author recounts her first experiences with various foods, recalls memorable
meals, and describes her travels
From wilderness to metropolis in 15,000,000 years - the unfolding story of human
evolution and the human condition, as revealed by new discoveries in
archaeology and primate behavior.
Presents an intimate and insightful account of Roosevelts final months of life,
when, despite a dire medical prognosis, he was determined to be re-elected, deal
with Stalin, and bring the war to a successful conclusion.
Becoming a steeplechase jockey takes great courage, especially when following in the
footsteps of a legendary father. Growing up, Patrick Smithwick idolized his father, A.P.
Smithwick, considered the greatest steeplechase jockey in America at the time. In this
compelling memoir, Patrick Smithwick recalls how his father's success shaped his own
ambitions and dreams. Despite witnessing the pinnacle of the sport, the younger
Smithwick started his own journey without a leg up. He mucked stalls and lived in tack
rooms, learning the sport from the bottom up. After his father was severely injured in a
racing accident, young Patrick did not sway from pursuing his dream. Though he may
not have reached the career heights of his father, Patrick Smithwick succeeded in
carving his own niche as a top steeplechase rider.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Senator John McCain tells the story of his great American
journey, from the U.S. Navy to his electrifying campaign for the presidency in 2000,
interwoven with heartfelt portraits of the mavericks who have inspired him through the
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years. After five and a half years as a prisoner of war in Vietnam, naval aviator John
McCain returned home a changed man. Regaining his health and flight-eligibility status,
he resumed his military career, commanding carrier pilots and serving as the navy’s
liaison to what is sometimes ironically called the world’s most exclusive club, the
United States Senate. Accompanying Senators John Tower and Henry “Scoop”
Jackson on international trips, McCain began his political education in the company of
two masters, leaders whose standards he would strive to maintain upon his election to
the U.S. Congress. There, he learned valuable lessons in cooperation from a goodhumored congressman from the other party, Morris Udall. In 1986, McCain was elected
to the U.S. Senate, inheriting the seat of another role model, Barry Goldwater. During
his time in public office, McCain has seen acts of principle and acts of craven selfinterest. He describes both extremes in these pages, with his characteristic straight talk
and humor. He writes honestly of the lowest point in his career, the Keating Five
savings and loan debacle, as well as his triumphant moments—his return to Vietnam
and his efforts to normalize relations between the U.S. and Vietnamese governments;
his fight for campaign finance reform; and his galvanizing bid for the presidency in
2000. Writes McCain: “A rebel without a cause is just a punk. Whatever you’re
called—rebel, unorthodox, nonconformist, radical—it’s all self-indulgence without a good
cause to give your life meaning.” This is the story of McCain’s causes, the people who
made him do it, and the meaning he found. Worth the Fighting For reminds us of
what’s best in America, and in ourselves. Praise for Worth the Fighting For “When
[John] McCain writes of people and patriotism, his pages shine with a devotion, a loving
awe, that makes Worth the Fighting For worth the shelling out for. . . . McCain the man
remains one of the most inspiring public figures of his generation.”—Jonathan Raunch,
The Washington Post “[An] unpredictable, outspoken memoir . . . a testimonial to
heroism from someone who has first-hand knowledge of what it takes.”—The New York
Times
A funny book which turns the sheep-counting and big bad wolf tales on their heads!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A shining portrait of a presciently modern
political genius maneuvering in a gilded age of wealth, optimism, excess and American
global ascension.”—San Francisco Chronicle WINNER OF THE LOS ANGELES TIMES
BOOK PRIZE FOR BIOGRAPHY • “[Theodore Rex] is one of the great histories of the
American presidency, worthy of being on a shelf alongside Henry Adams’s volumes on
Jefferson and Madison.”—Times Literary Supplement Theodore Rex is the story—never
fully told before—of Theodore Roosevelt’s two world-changing terms as President of the
United States. A hundred years before the catastrophe of September 11, 2001, “TR”
succeeded to power in the aftermath of an act of terrorism. Youngest of all our chief
executives, he rallied a stricken nation with his superhuman energy, charm, and
political skills. He proceeded to combat the problems of race and labor relations and
trust control while making the Panama Canal possible and winning the Nobel Peace
Prize. But his most historic achievement remains his creation of a national conservation
policy, and his monument millions of acres of protected parks and forest. Theodore Rex
ends with TR leaving office, still only fifty years old, his future reputation secure as one
of our greatest presidents.
This 1982 book draws on primary sources to illuminate the life and achievements of
engineer Charles Blacker Vignoles (1793-1875).
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A textbook to help students learn English and learn about major events in early to midtwentieth-century America
Written in a compellingly simple style, Growing Up True evokes the struggles of a boy
stretching for manhood in rural Colorado during and after World War II. But the lessons
and demands of real life always nipped at the edges of his fantastic dreams.
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